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A B S T R A C T

This work describes a clean-slate inter-domain routing protocol designed to meet the needs of the future mobile Internet. In particular, we describe the edge-aware inter-domain routing (EIR) protocol which provides new abstractions, such as aggregated-nodes (aNodes) and virtual-links (vLinks) for expressing network topologies and edge network properties necessary to address mobility related routing scenarios which are inadequately supported by the border gateway protocol (BGP) in use today. Specific use-cases addressed by EIR include emerging mobility service scenarios such as multi-homing across WiFi and cellular; multipath routing over several access networks, and anycast access from mobile devices to replicated cloud services. It is shown that EIR can be used to realize efficient routing strategies for the mobility use-cases under consideration, while also providing support for a range of inter-domain routing policies currently associated with BGP. Simulation results for protocol overhead are presented for a global-scale CAIDA topology, leading to an identification of parameters necessary to obtain a good balance between overhead and routing table convergence time. A Click-based proof-of-concept implementation of EIR on the ORBIT testbed is described and used to validate performance and functionality for selected mobility use-cases, including mobile data services with open WiFi access points and mobile platforms such as buses operating in an urban area.

1. Introduction

The inter-domain routing architecture of the Internet is currently based on the border gateway protocol (BGP) standards [1]. BGP, which was introduced about 25 years ago, represented a major advance in networking because it provided fully distributed, non-hierarchical routing mechanisms between autonomous systems (ASes) at a global scale. More importantly, BGP provides a flexible framework for policy-based routing taking into account local preferences and business relationships [2]. The Internet is currently going through a fundamental change driven by the rapid rise of mobile end-points such as smartphones and embedded Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices [3]. The emerging “mobile Internet” will require new approaches to both intra- and inter-domain routing in order to deal with increased dynamism caused by end-point, network and service mobility. This dynamism can take various forms, ranging from conventional end host mobility and edge network mobility to multi-homing and multi-network access associated with emerging hetnet and 5G cellular scenarios [4]. In addition, mobile edge cloud scenarios [5] involve dynamic cloud service migration across networks, requiring anycast routing capabilities which are not readily supported by current inter-domain protocols. A common thread across all these use-cases is the need for a better visibility of the network connectivity graph and the quality of alternative paths to the mobile end-point in order to be able to make more intelligent and informed routing decisions that takes edge and access network into account.

Emerging Internet requirements such as mobility and content have motivated several clean-slate Internet design projects such as Named Data Network (NDN) [6], XIA [7] and MobilityFirst [8]. Previously published works on these architectures have addressed mobility requirements at the intra-domain level [9,10], but inter-domain routing for the future Internet remains an important open problem. In this paper, we first motivate the need for clean-slate approaches to inter-domain based on several use-cases, and then describe a specific new design called EIR (edge-aware inter-domain routing) intended to meet emerging requirements. The proposed
protocol provides new abstractions for expressing network topology and edge network properties necessary to support a full range of mobility services such as multi-homing over WiFi and cellular, multipath routing over multiple access networks, and anycast access to cloud services from mobile devices.

The proposed edge-aware inter-domain routing protocol was developed as a part of the MobilityFirst Future Internet Architecture (FIA) project [8] aimed at a clean-slate redesign of the IP protocol architecture. It is noted here that clean-slate research projects like MobilityFirst do recognize the fact that the Internet cannot be changed overnight particularly when dealing with core protocols such as inter-domain routing. However, with the advent of software-based network functionality, it is now increasingly practical to introduce new Internet protocol concepts on a trial basis. In particular, the recently proposed “SDX (software-defined exchange)” concept makes it possible for networks to voluntarily participate in enhanced or new protocol frameworks for inter-domain routing, as discussed by Feamster et al. [11]. For example, a new inter-domain routing protocol like EIR can be implemented by a small number of cooperating ASes as an SDX-hosted function that supplements BGP with the goal of efficiently supporting a specific service such as multi-homing over WiFi and cellular networks. Such an initial deployment can be limited to 10’s of networks (content provider, a few transit networks, cellular access network operators, etc.) with the sole purpose of optimizing multi-homed service delivery. As additional networks become aware of the benefits and join these special purpose networks, there could be a critical mass effect leading to broad adoption of a new routing protocol standard. While it is difficult to predict when these large-scale changes in the network will occur, there is no doubt that significant changes to BGP will occur over a ”10 year time horizon, and it is thus timely and important to study inter-domain routing techniques designed to meet future needs.

The main contributions of this work are:

(i) Identifying and reasoning about the new requirements of the future mobile Internet.
(ii) Designing a specific protocol architecture (EIR) which realizes these requirements.
(iii) Presenting a careful evaluation of EIR through simulation, emulation, and implementation to show the feasibility and efficiency of the newly proposed architecture.

2. Emerging network service usecases

In this section, we consider some of the emerging use-cases such as mobility, multipath, edge peering, in further detail and discuss their implications on inter-domain routing.

2.1. Multipath support

A typical mobile hand-held device can see multiple available networks (cellular or WiFi) at the same time. Although the majority of current business models generally restrict a user to a single cellular network provider, with the increasing popularity of “het-net” mobile services, a mobile device might be soon able to simultaneously connect to a dynamically changing set of cellular and WiFi networks [12,13]. It is possible to consider a variety of service objectives for this scenario, ranging from “most economical” to “highest throughput interface” to “all interfaces”. Intermediate solutions to support such connectivity do exist [14–16], but supporting network-wide multi-homing has a very broad architectural implication. Since the cellular and WiFi networks will in general be in different Internet domains, autonomous systems need to support independent paths of connectivity for a single end-to-end flow. Accordingly, having the visibility of the global network graph and some awareness of edge network properties would help the routers to make informed forwarding and/or multicast copy decisions.

2.2. Wireless edge peering

Peering between autonomous domains is one of the most important capabilities of the Internet. ASes employ various types of peering agreements with different number of neighboring ASes and a recent report shows the presence of 75% more peering links than previously known [17]. As a motivating example, consider the case of two small enterprise networks N1 and N2 which operate in geographically close locations (e.g. on different floors of a building) and have different Internet service providers ISP1 and ISP2. Due to the geographical proximity, some wireless routers in both networks can connect to each other, for example using the bridging-mode available in many enterprise WiFi APs [18], assuming a sufficient security solution is in place. This wireless peering link would keep the two networks connected even if both the service providers, ISP1 and ISP2, are undergoing failures, and can help one network to use the connectivity of the other network in case either one of ISPs has a link failure. We believe that wireless peering will be increasingly important for the future mobile Internet, and requires more flexible and granular policy specifications than currently supported, especially for disaster-recovery (when wired connections to ISPs might fail) and congestion handling (to maintain partial edge-connectivity when the main links become too congested).

2.3. Dynamic network formation and mobility

Another emerging mobility service scenario is that of dynamic network formation along with network mobility. For example, there are opportunities for a network to be formed between groups of vehicles on the highway, and these networks should be able to quickly peer along the edge with different access networks encountered during mobility. As another emerging use-case consider Google’s Project Loon, which proposes to beam LTE access in developing countries from a network of aerial balloons [19]. Managing a global scale of unmanned and highly mobile base-stations is challenging, despite the partial point solution that BGP currently provides for airline connectivity [20]. Such techniques cannot scale to a network of hundreds of mobile nodes or respond to changing link quality/capacity at the edge of the network.

2.4. Service anycast

Emerging cloud-based service applications for on-demand computing or storage often require anycast routing for finding the “closest available resource” based on specialized metrics such as latency or bandwidth. Selection of inter-domain paths based on more than just the BGP reachability metric becomes necessary in such cases and is difficult to achieve without setting up of additional overlays [21]. In addition to the support of mobility as a norm through the routing plane, we believe that the inter-domain routing protocol should provide means of flexible path selection based on metrics other than the traditional shortest AS hop count.

2.5. Multicast support

With the Internet traffic becoming increasingly content driven [3], support for efficient multicasting becomes crucial. Consider the use-case of multiple mobile users trying to stream a newly released series from a popular content provider, such as Netflix. Not only does it require an anycast get(content) request from the users, the content provider can employ multicasting to stream
the content simultaneously to multiple users subscribed to different ISPs. Emerging IoT concepts involving wireless sensor networks (WSNs) also need support for large scale multicasting [22]. Inter-domain multicasting requires fine-grained path-visibility to choose appropriate bifurcation points within the network for data replication as well as efficient group management mechanisms. However multicasting extensions for BGP (MBGP) [23] cannot scale to large groups. The overheads associated with setting up and maintenance of MBGP has also limited its wide-scale deployment.

EIR satisfies the basic inter-domain routing protocol requirements of scalability, robustness, and support for flexible routing policies, in addition to the support for emerging use-cases of network-mobility, multi-homing, multicast and anycast services. Some of these use-cases are currently partially supported through overlay services, such as, Akamai's content delivery system [24], Google's Project Fi [12] for multi-network access, etc. However, given the wide diversity of existing and emerging services, many of these heterogeneous services would benefit from an uniform and intelligent routing plane that provides increased visibility of path and quality metrics. This not only reduces the management complexity of overlay networks per service, but also leverages on the efficiency of not having to infer substrate network topology for each of them.

3. EIR protocol design

In this section we present the key building blocks of EIR. First we describe the design rationale and concepts, followed by in-depth protocol features.

3.1. Design concepts

Our design decisions are directed towards enabling and using (i) information about more links (e.g. internal structure of the AS), and (ii) more metrics about each link (e.g. whether wireless or wired link between networks). Below are the top-level design principles behind EIR.

3.1.1. In-network mapping of names to addresses

The concept of separating names from addresses has been used in several recent proposals (MobilityFirst [8], LISP [25], HIP [26], AIP [27]). As per a recent measurement study [28], this is being increasingly deployed by ASes. The infrastructure for mapping between names and addresses can either be hosted as services external to the network and accessed only by end nodes, or alternatively be implemented in-network and be accessible by both end hosts and routers. We make use of the in-network mapping approach, to ensure delivery of packets in the case of fast end host mobility. All network attached objects (devices, routers, access points, etc.) are assigned unique names and a logically centralized global name resolution service (GNRS) maintains mappings between a name and its routable address(es). Several past works have shown the feasibility of Internet-scale, distributed, in-network mapping infrastructure with extremely small query-response time [29–31].

3.1.2. Propagating network or link properties in inter-domain routing

BGP does not differentiate inter-network links based on link properties (such as wired or wireless links), making it difficult to perform informed routing decisions based on capacity constraints. For example, in an early in-flight WiFi implementation, Boeing associated each flight with an IP address block which was announced into the global routing system from different locations as the plane moved [20]. Other networks receiving such announcements had no idea that the last hop for this path had a ground-to-plane wireless link instead of the usual high-capacity peering-point wired link and thus might have congested the link with excessive traffic. In EIR, coarse-grained link-level information about each inter-network link is propagated through the routing protocol to enable networks to make forwarding decisions based on aggregate edge network properties.

3.1.3. Increased visibility of alternative paths

More often than not, there are multiple routes available between any two networks in the Internet and those routes can entail vastly different properties [32]. In BGP, a network might learn about alternate routes to a destination but can only select and propagate one “best” route to other networks, which leads to a myopic view of the network graph. In order to support the increasingly important use-cases of multipath and multi-network operations, EIR entails route-wide visibility of multiple possible paths between each pair of networks. Note that recent standardization efforts in BGP looks into similar aspects where an AS can advertise multiple paths to the same destination prefix [33]. This requires defining path identifiers to distinguish between the multiple paths announced. This has similarities to EIR where multiple aggregated link information (intra or inter-domain) are advertised in the routing update messages, as explained in detail in Section 3.2.1. However, in EIR, each AS does not advertise specific paths to destinations, but rather exposes a topological graph which can then be utilized by other ASes to compute appropriate paths. In addition, EIR incorporates mechanisms that allow networks to realize policy routing beyond the common routing policies seen today in BGP, as discussed in detail in Section 4.

3.1.4. Flexibility in exposing internal structure

EIR enables flexibility in the amount of internal network structure that a domain announces to other networks. This ensures that networks have the control over the granularity of topology information they want to expose. At the same time, dynamic traffic engineering and differential network services can be realized more easily and efficiently when each network has a more fine-grained view of multiple possible inter-AS and intra-AS paths.

3.1.5. Support for multiple routing policies

EIR enables multiple routing schemes through the propagation of multiple link characteristics in its routing messages. For example, routers can compute routes based on high bandwidth, low latency, high availability and so on. In addition, non-conventional paths based on specific router functionality, such as long-term storage capable routes, fast-path optical network transit routes, “traffic only through customers”, etc., can also be computed.

3.2. Protocol building blocks

While BGP is sufficient for basic inter-domain routing with static ASes, it trades flexibility in route selections and the availability of link quality information for a high level of abstraction and scalability. In contrast, we argue for a more balanced architecture that reveals enough internal state of the network so that network entities can make a smarter decision in message delivery, satisfying different requirement of today’s services, but also have flexible aggregation capability to make the architecture scalable. We contend that a network entity that wants to deliver a packet to a far away destination does not need to know the most up-to-date state around that destination node until the packet gets closer to the destination. Knowing about the existence of possible alternate paths and the approximate condition of paths connecting the two endpoints is useful to make a smarter routing decision. Following are the key protocol design elements in EIR.
3.2.1. Aggregated nodes (aNodes) and virtual links (vLinks)

Each AS has the option of dividing its routers or other network elements (such as access points and base-stations) into one or more than one groups (called aggregated nodes or aNodes) as shown in Fig. 1. Entities belonging to the same aNode typically share some common operational or physical attributes. As examples, possible compositions of aNodes include: the entire AS (similar to the current Internet architecture); group of routers in a geographical area; all routers that support flow-based routing (for example through OpenFlow); wireless routers on bus/train/plane networks; and cell-site routers in flat LTE networks. The network management authority for each AS aggregates routers to aNodes and assigns a unique aNode identifier to each. In this design, an aNode is identified by a "globally unique identifier" (GUID) that is obtained from a trusted naming service which has central visibility of all the allocated names and also manages trust. By convention the routable network address is a hash of the GUID. We refer readers to our prior work for more detailed discussion on GUID creation and mobile naming service [29].

The aNodes are connected via virtual links or vLinks, which are single-hop or multiple-hop connections. The overall architecture is highlighted in Fig. 1. The aNode-vLink abstraction allows a network to partially expose its internal connectivity structure while limiting it to a level of detail that fits its needs. Networks that do not wish to expose internal structure describe themselves as a single aNode. A network state packet (nSP) is used to inform other ASes of the network's internal aNodes and vLinks along with their properties such as bandwidth, latency and availability.

Aggregation techniques have been proposed over the years for hierarchical protocols like PNNI [34] as well as flat OSPF style routing [35] for intra-domain routing, whereas Pathlet [36] proposes similar concepts for inter-domain routing. Understandably, ASes may not be willing to expose internal characteristics globally to other ASes. However, there is a benefit in doing so, namely: (i) the information advertised is aggregated and coarse-grained, therefore, does not expose the intra-domain link state information; (ii) Previous research has shown that BGP route computation often suffers because peering agreements are not available, even though they can be easily inferred through passive monitoring techniques [37,38]; and, (iii) EIR does not necessitate advertisement of internal topology but provides the flexibility of allowing ISPs to expose as much as they want. For example, stub ASes with a single inter-domain link probably has no benefit for exposing internal structure. However, large transit ASes will benefit by exposing multiple ingress-egress points to achieve traffic engineering goals and provide potential value-added services to its customers.

3.2.2. Route dissemination through network state packets

The internal structure of a domain is expressed through a graph of aNodes connected by a set of vLinks. Route update messages consisting of both internal and external properties of a network are periodically disseminated by ASes in the form of network state packets (nSP). The nSP created by each border router contains the aNode-vLink connectivity graph and aggregated state information for aNodes and vLinks.

Fig. 2 highlights the update format with aggregated state of links expressed in the form of a (Bandwidth, Variability, Availability, Latency) tuple. Multiple physical links can be aggregated to a single vLink and as such these parameters can be average of all the links, or the maximum or minimum of them. Such decisions are taken individually by each network and by varying these four parameters, a domain can control traffic patterns that traverses into and inside its network. For example, a vLink connecting a single airplane might have absolute bandwidth equal to the bandwidth that it could deliver to all passengers. In addition, with its fine-grain internal structure exposed to outside networks, a domain can also offer its clients with flexible route selection as a value-added service.

Optional state, capacity, and capability information is expressed through the type-mask and could include type of an aNode or vLink (WiFi enabled aNode, ground-to-satellite vLink, etc.) or enhanced capabilities of an aNode (storage-capable aNode, compute-capable aNode etc), in addition to the policy attributes of vLinks ("peer-to-peer", “customer-provider”, etc.) as described in Section 4. The set of generic policies supported by an AS is also part of the state information in the form of service identifier (SID) types, discussed in Section 4. The parameters characterizing the aNodes and the vLinks can and will change over time. They are recomputed by a border router every time it generates an nSP.

As shown in Fig. 2, each nSP is a variable size packet, with the actual size determined by the number of internal vLinks the source AS advertises and the number of neighbors it has. Each intra-network entry consists of 2 aNode IDs (each being a GUID of size 20 bytes [8]), 2 type masks for each aNode and 1 type mask for the vLink connecting the two aNodes, each of size 1 octet, and bandwidth, availability, latency and variability parameters of the vLink, each consisting of 1 octet. Therefore, each intra-network entry totals a size of 47 octets. Similarly, each border entry has a size of 25 octets. Therefore if a source AS has m internal entries and n border entries, its nSP will have a size of \((10 + n \times 47 + m \times 25)\) bytes. For example, assuming an AS exposes a topology with 10 internal vLinks and it has 5 neighbor ASes connected through 5 border vLinks, its nSP will be 605 bytes long.
Path computation in EIR is based on link-state routing throughout the whole Internet. Understandably, a major concern for link state routing is its scalability and whether path vector routing such as that employed by BGP is sufficient. In order to answer this question, we performed an analysis of AS path lengths computed by BGP and compared it to a Dijkstra based link state routing on the complete Internet graph. For evaluation purposes we use a publicly available CAIDA dataset of 47,445 ASes and 200,812 inter-AS links [39]. All the BGP decision processes are evaluated in the C-BGP simulator, which is an efficient BGP solver, designed to handle large topologies [40], whereas Dijkstra is run on the same graph in our custom Python based simulator. Fig. 3 plots the cumulative distribution of path lengths computed by 2000 randomly chosen ASes to all other ASes in the graph. As seen from the plot, for the most part, BGP performance is comparable to link state routing (on an average 50% of the destinations are 4 AS hops away for both). However, BGP has a long tail, with some ASes being as far as 23 hops away. Note that the link state routing in this simulation does not take into account any policy based decisions, crucial to the operation of inter-domain routing. However the goal of this exercise is to motivate the fact that, if aggregated connectivity information in a global scale could be distributed across all ASes, there is a benefit in computing shortest paths based on different metrics and policies, instead of the conventional approach of advertising a single best path for each destination AS.

Note that, traditionally Dijkstra computation was considered an expensive operation. Single source Dijkstra computation on a graph of V vertices and E edges has a complexity of O(ElogV). However, parallel implementations such as the algorithms proposed by Eager or Crauser [41,42] can bring down the complexity to up to O(VlogV) and experimentation with parallel implementation has shown strong scaling properties even for single core processors [43]. Interestingly, EIR does not strictly enforce the use of Dijkstra, but rather provides a routing framework, where alternative routing algorithms can easily be implemented. nSPs provide the global view of the topology, which can be plugged into one or multiple algorithms at each border router to compute forwarding information bases.

A second major concern for flooding of link state messages to all ASes in the Internet is scalability and to address it, EIR uses a telescopic route dissemination mechanism, as described next.

3.2.3. Telescopic flooding of network state

Internal to an AS, routers exchange link information in the form of link state advertisements to build the network graph (refer to our earlier work on generalized storage-aware routing [9]). Border routers, upon receiving the link state advertisements from all the routers inside the AS, construct nSPs by combining the complete view of the internal network and the management enforced anode topology with export policies of the AS. The nSPs are then announced to neighboring ASes. However, the border routers relay nSPs that originated from other ASes in a telescopic manner, which means that the relaying rate of a particular border router is determined by the distance, i.e. AS hop count, between the originator and the relaying border router. As a result, a router will get more frequent (hence up-to-date) routing updates from ASes that are closer to it. The term “telescopic” comes from the analogy of distant nodes seeing each other through the reverse-end of a telescope, i.e. they are visible but less clearly so, similar in concept to fish-eye state routing in ad-hoc networks [44].

Different telescopic functions can be defined by changing the relation between the hold-delay (time for which a border router holds a received nSP before relaying it to other neighbors) and the
hop-count. The goal of the function is to increase the hold time as the packet traverses farther and farther from the source, that is, the function should be monotonically increasing. We chose the following equations to characterize the telescopic functions in terms of the relation between hold-delay (denoted by y) and the hop count (denoted by x).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Constant:} & \quad y_1 = x \\
\text{Linear:} & \quad y_2 = x \\
\text{Exponential:} & \quad y_3 = A x \\
\text{Constant-linear:} & \quad y_4 = \begin{cases} A, & \text{if } x < \alpha \\ A(x - \alpha + 1), & \text{if } x \geq \alpha \end{cases} \\
\text{Constant-exp:} & \quad y_5 = \begin{cases} A, & \text{if } x < \alpha \\ A x^\alpha, & \text{if } x \geq \alpha \end{cases} \\
\text{Constant-exp-constant:} & \quad y_6 = \begin{cases} A, & \text{if } x < \alpha \\ A x^{\alpha-\beta}, & \text{if } \alpha < x \leq \beta \\ A x^{\beta-\alpha}, & \text{if } x \geq \beta \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that although many other monotonically increasing functions can be defined, we chose a few simple ones, with a good mix of linear and exponential components. Fig. 4 plots each of these functions for a constant value of A. As seen from the plot, the goal is to reduce the effect of flooding of routing updates and slow the process down as you move farther away from the source. In this respect, the steeper the curve, the higher the hold-delay of NSPs at each additional hop, and therefore, greater is the reduction in traffic overhead, but it also leads to a corresponding increase in the time taken by far-away nodes to receive an update. For example, constant and linear functions, would have small hold delays at each hop, but considerably higher overhead; whereas, the exponential function will exponentially reduce the overhead at the cost of higher time required for update propagation. We have looked at a range of values of the telescopic function parameters in order to find a reasonable tradeoff, as explained in Section 5.

3.2.4. Late-binding for mobility support

As a side effect of telescopic route update dissemination, network states that a network observed from far away could be obsolete during transit of a data packet and thus result in routing failure. To address this, EIR incorporates the additional design feature of in-network name-to-address binding during the transit of a packet. Late name-to-address binding serves as a fail-safe mechanism that allows routers to actively react to link variations and mobility of end nodes as well as networks. In particular, EIR makes use of a fast in-network name resolution through the GNRS [29] in order to retrieve the current network location of the destination.

As shown in Fig. 5, network-address mapping of in-transit data can be looked up at an intermediate location within the network to properly route to a new location, without failure in delivery.

3.2.5. Label based path-setup

The EIR protocol has the provision for a border router initiated intra-domain path setup. In this procedure, the border routers compute paths based on bandwidth, link latency or any other local policy and inject forwarding table entries into internal routers along these paths using route-injection messages. Each of these paths is assigned a unique label. Since the labels are relevant only within a domain, management is not a major concern. At the internal routers, the computational complexity is reduced as simple label based switching occurs.

Transit network providers and large ISPs can utilize this label-based fast switching mechanism and set up dedicated routes for transit traffic. Note that the pre-computed paths follow the same set of aNodes exposed by the border routers in their nSPs. This enables any source to infer the end-to-end aNode path a packet would follow through each AS. In order to compute the paths, each border router utilizes the same transit policies and aNode level topology enforced by the network management authority. A pool of unique identifiers, generated by a local trusted naming service can be used by each border router to label the transit paths.

Compared to traditional label distribution protocols (LDPs), such as that employed by MPLS [45], this scheme is much simpler as it leverages on the intra-domain routing information base (RIB) for neighbor discovery. No LDP sessions are required to be main-
tained across peers as well. As shown in the example scenario in Fig. 6, border router BR1 chooses a set of paths to reach each of the other border routers based on transit policies. It forwards a route-injection message along the path with the generated label and the path info such that routers along the path can create a fast path entry in the forwarding table (as seen at router R3). The advantages of this scheme are: (i) Internal routers do not need to perform any inter-domain route processing; and (ii) different types of policies can easily be realized by border routers by creating different paths and assigning labels for each, as explained in detail in Section 4. Similar to a RIB entry, we assume entries in a fast path table timeout and the border routers to periodically re-inject the path information for a long-lived transit path. However, scalability is not an issue, since this is a periodic intra-domain message per transit route, forwarded along the route based on the intra-domain forwarding table.

3.3. Supported routing algorithms

Next, we consider representative routing algorithms supported by the EIR framework described in Section 3.2. As mentioned earlier, nSPs include SIDs (service identifiers) which indicate the type of routing algorithms supported by each AS, and this SID is in turn expressed in a data packet to indicate the type of service desired. We assume that the SID space is finite but flexible enough to accommodate future routing policies and algorithms. For implementation purposes, we assigned 1 byte to the SID space, allowing 256 types of SIDs to be realizable. The interpretation of each SID is globally known, however, each AS may only support a subset of them. Note that, this is similar in spirit to classes of services (CoS) and end to end QoS proposed in BGP [46,47]. The distinction between them is the way they are propagated. As mentioned earlier, in BGP, even if multiple paths with multiple values of a particular QoS parameter is received at an AS, a single ‘best path’ per QoS metric would be propagated to its peers. This significantly reduces path diversity and leads to a myopic view of the network.

Similar to EQ-BGP [46], in EIR, routers interpret the SID in the data packet to determine which of the several routing algorithms to use when forwarding. These algorithms can be grouped into 3 main categories:

3.3.1. Shortest path algorithm

EIR computes Dijkstra based global shortest paths using the available vLink parameters as weights. Since multiple coarse-grained parameters are available for each vLink, EIR runs a separate Dijkstra for each of these, resulting in multiple forwarding tables at each border router. On receiving a data packet, the border router looks up the appropriate forwarding table based on the SID expressed in the packet and forwards accordingly.

As shown in Fig. 7, all networks receive the SIDs supported by an AS through telescopic flooding of its nSP. Using this information, for example NA1 can compute the aNode path and the corresponding ASes that will be traversed when using a certain metric and its corresponding SID. It can accordingly decide to use different paths for different kinds of traffic such as time-critical, reliable or best-effort delivery. This is fundamentally different from the way BGP calculates routes and forwards packets in two main aspects: (i) BGP is path vector based whereas EIR routes are global shortest paths and (ii) BGP routes are computed based on AS hops only, whereas EIR computes multiple routes based on each of the available vLink metrics (including AS hops). In addition route computation in EIR can check the business relationship policy attributes of vLinks in order to ensure that the “valley-free” property of end-to-end route is maintained [38], as explained further in Section 4. It is also potentially possible to define a SID that satisfies multiple forwarding criteria. For example, a SID could be defined for a time-critical emergency application scenario that requires high bandwidth and low latency. This in turn would require an efficient algorithm than then computes the forwarding information base at each router based on both the criteria. While outside the scope of this paper, there are several joint optimization techniques that could be used at each border router for path computation [48,49]. However a key challenge in such cases would be to ensure that the algorithm is fast enough to be run on an Internet-scale topology at every border router.

3.3.2. AS-level path computation

In addition to global shortest path routing, EIR also provides the functionality of using AS hop-counts for path computation. This allows network operators to realize traditional “hot-potato” or early-exit routing [50] where a transit network operator wants to reduce network resource usage by sending traffic out of its network through the “nearest” egress border router. As shown in Fig. 7, NA2, NA3, NA5 broadcast their support for such routing which is leveraged by NA1 for best-effort delivery.

3.3.3. Default routes

Finally, network operators have the option of falling back to a default routing table which is based on the inter-domain link delay or estimated time of transmission (ETT). This happens when data arrives at an ISP which is either not able to interpret the SID or does not support routes for that particular SID. This ensures that even if the route information is out-of-date due to en-route link or router outages or stale SID information from telescopic flooding, networks have a mechanism to route packets towards the destination, through a default path. Note that although an AS has the flexibility to aggregate, it should at least broadcast the ETT of its inter-domain links, in order to compute routes for the default SID.
3.4. EIR routing examples

Bringing all of the discussed features of EIR together, in this section we walk through two examples to show how the features of EIR can be effectively utilized for client multi-homing and delay tolerant delivery.

3.4.1. Multi-homing scenario

Fig. 8 highlights a multi-homing scenario where a device with GUID E2, is connected to two different networks at the same time through WiFi and LTE and wishes to receive data across both the interfaces. The GNRS stores the up-to-date mapping of E2’s GUID to network addresses. Sender E1 simply sends the data into the network with destination E2, where border router, B1 does a GNRS lookup. It binds the data to E2’s current network addresses (NA1 and NA2) and the appropriate SID (based on E2’s preference) as shown. Every border router looks at NA1 and NA2 and takes an independent decision based on their aNode forwarding table whether or not to bifurcate the data stream. As shown, B1 decides to defer bifurcating to downstream routers. Data is forwarded internally through the transit network using label based forwarding. B3 decides to bifurcate and accordingly modifies the packet header of the data sent across each network with the appropriate network address. The algorithm used to decide on branching could be a simple one such as “longest common path” in which only a single packet is forwarded as long as both NA1 and NA2 are on the shortest path. Note that mechanisms for multihoming also require a reliable transport for flow control as explained in our previous works [51,52].

3.4.2. Delay tolerant delivery

Next consider the scenario, where E2 is mobile and would prefer to receive delay tolerant data as shown in Fig. 9. In this case, B1 chooses an appropriate late binding point to temporarily store the data and rebinding it to its new location whenever available. Accordingly, the network address is set to NA5 of the late binding router, B5 and the SID is set to late bind. The choice of late-binding node is an interesting problem, and would depend on several factors, including mobility rate, frequency of disconnection, type of data, storage availability at the late binding point, etc. The choice can be further improved if probabilistic information regarding E2’s future point of connection is available. As shown later in Section 5.2, one possible choice of late binding is to use the aNode with the highest degree along the path to the previously known location, thus providing multiple paths to nearby networks where the end-point
may potentially reappear. In this case, B5 queries the GNRS again to re-route data, as shown.

As seen from the above two examples, an in-network name-resolution service helps in supporting mobility, multihoming and other emerging network services. However, deploying a resolution service by itself is not sufficient, since all of these services require path diversity and path quality information, which is not provided by the current inter-domain routing. For example, best interface routing for multihoming and anycast requires knowledge of all the paths available. This in turn necessitates network states to be distributed globally, with the state including additional path quality information. Similarly routing to an intermediate router for late binding and subsequent routing to an end node requires path information from the intermediate ASes, so as to find an appropriate point in the network to send and rebinding.

4. Policy specifications

Policy support is an integral part of any inter-domain routing protocol as network operators need to control the traffic flowing through their networks in a flexible manner that is consistent with business and performance objectives. In this section we discuss the range of existing inter-domain policies as well as a few of the emerging policy requirements that can be supported through the EIR framework.

4.1. Generic policy support using SIDs

EIR leverages on the SID space to define a set of user and network driven policies that can be supported at each AS. Examples of such policies are use “high-bandwidth path” or “low-latency path” or “most-reliable path”. Each of these SID intents would lead to the use of a different forwarding table at each AS, based on the corresponding vLink parameters. The SID space can be used to express more complicated policies such as “use high-bandwidth path if available, else, switch to the most-reliable path”. Note that we assume that the mapping of the “meaning” of a policy to its corresponding SID is known at every border router. In addition, the subset of SIDs supported at each AS could be different and this is expressed in the nSPs, as shown earlier in Fig. 7. This ensures that when a particular source or network expresses an intent, it has a means of verifying that an end-to-end path supporting that intent exists. As a fallback mechanism, the absence of an SID or the failure to support a specific SID in an incoming packet at a border router, would lead to the use of the default SID which corresponds to the ETT based shortest path through that AS.

The intent to use a particular forwarding metric could be both user-driven as well as network-driven. For example, edge networks could mark a certain subset of packets (based on metrics like host mobility, user-type, policy agreements with individual users) on behalf of the end hosts. Networks could also mark data with an SID indicating “least resource usage” that leads to the use of the AS-hop count based forwarding table at each hop. We realize that this brings up the fundamental question of “who controls the path?” For example, consider the scenario where an end host expresses an intent that conflicts with the networks operator’s traffic engineering policy. Unfortunately, this is out of scope of our current work and we assume that on conflict of SID’s, the ultimate decision is left upto individual network operators on how to route the packet. Failure to support an SID at a network will always lead to falling back to the default route through that network.

4.2. Support for business relationships

The nSPs convey coarse-grained information about the internal organization of the ASes as well as the inter-domain link quality between neighboring ASes. As mentioned earlier, the vLinks that represent inter-domain links between ASes are tagged with four main business-relationship indicators, namely, “customer-to-provider”, “provider-to-customer”, “peer-to-peer” or “backup”. Note that BGP does not expose business relationships globally, which leads to convergence loops as pointed out in [53]. Further, workarounds have been proposed [37,38] to infer such relationships crucial for route convergence. Using the business relationship information of vLinks, in EIR, the route computation algorithm is a modified-Dijkstra, to ensure that the shortest path computed is “valley-free”, that is, it does not violate the universal economic best-practices [38].

4.3. Dynamic traffic engineering

EIR also provides the flexibility for ASes to perform dynamic traffic engineering. Standard “hot-potato” style traffic engineering [50] can be easily reflected using the AS-hop count based routing table. Networks can tag packets with an SID expressing “least-resource” in order to indicate the use of the AS-hop count based forwarding. This in turn will result in the packet exiting an AS to a neighboring AS as quickly as possible. Note that the default
ETT based route computation would lead to “cold-potato” routing, where data would always egress an AS through the ETT-based shortest path. In addition, EIR also allows ASes to dynamically change their aNode level topology to achieve real-time traffic engineering. For example, routers from a congested part of the network could be excluded from the aNode graph formation and not broadcasted in the nSP. Similarly, link failures could be reflected in the change of vLink parameters or exclusion of certain set of vLinks.

4.4. GNRS-assisted global roaming agreements

Supporting global roaming for end hosts in BGP is challenging as this requires not only initial policy agreements among the participating ASes, but also a means of tracking and verifying users subscribed to each. There are partial and limited deployments of such policies, such as Eduroam[54] and Google’s Fi Project[12]. In EIR, ASes can easily enter into global roaming agreements with each other and form an AS roaming group, which is then assigned a unique GUID. The mapping of the group GUID to the participating ASes is maintained in the GNRS. When a participating domain’s client migrates to and associates with the another participating domain, the AS first verifies that the client belongs to the hosting domain using the previous binding stored in the GNRS. Once the verification is completed, the hosting domain will allow upstream traffic from the client and update the GNRS with a GUID-to-address mapping for that client so that other network entities can reach the remote domain’s client.

4.5. Inter-AS agreements for tunnel setup

We have also explored the concept of extension of intra-domain path setup across multiple domains through a GNRS-assisted tunnel maintenance[55]. This is useful for enforcing policies such as “blacklisting”. If an AS does not want its traffic to flow through a subset of ASes, it can explicitly do so by stitching up multiple tunnels across ASes in its “whitelist”. This is also helpful for emerging content delivery network use-cases, such as Netflix OpenConnect CDN[56], where a content delivery network would want to enter into agreements with multiple ASes along the path to maintain QoS guarantees and thereby stitch a dedicated end-to-end transit path for traffic flowing between its data-centers and its customers.

Table 1 provides a summary of comparison of policies currently supported in BGP and the ability of EIR to emulate them (refer to[2] for detailed description of BGP supported policies). In addition, since Pathlet[36] evaluates itself with contemporary routing protocols[25,57,58] and supports a wide variety of routing policies, we highlight the key distinguishing policy support features between EIR and Pathlet. As seen from the table, most of the existing as well as emerging policy based control can be supported through EIR. We note that baseline EIR does not support aggregation of nSPs from different neighbors, the counter-part of BGP’s prefix aggregation. However aggregation of nSPs is not crucial for the protocol performance and overhead studies using EIR indicate that the global overhead of nSP propagation is negligible compared to the total Internet traffic, as explained in detail in Section 5. Also note that since EIR and Pathlet follow the similar principle of representing network connectivity in terms of aggregated topology abstractions, it can use a combination of Local-Transit style and BGP style policies to emulate many of the contemporary routing protocols.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the EIR protocol in terms of scalability and mobility service performance through a large-scale Click software router based prototype evaluation and an Internet-scale simulation study. Section 5.1 describes the setup and insights from an Internet scale simulation effort, which is followed by Section 5.2, that describes the implementation details. Finally, we also describe the results from our in-depth mobility study experiments based on the prototype implementation.

5.1. Overhead and scalability studies

One of the main challenges of propagating link state routing information throughout the Internet is scalability. We have performed extensive simulations in network-simulator (NS3) and our custom Python-based simulator to analyze the overhead and settling time for different telescopic function and parameters (refer to Section 3.2 for details) that provide good performance trade-offs between overhead and scalability. Since it is infeasible to have a packet-level simulation of the complete AS-level graph of the current Internet in NS3, we used a scaled-down topology of 200 nodes, which mimics the AS-level structure of the Internet. We first extract the degree distribution and the latency distribution of the measured AS-level graph from the DIMES database[59]. Next, we build a Jellyfish topology[60] consisting of 200 nodes by matching the distribution of ASes in each layer and the proportion of links between layers, to the values ascertained from the DIMES dataset. Signos et al.[60] show that the jellyfish topology can be used as an accurate conceptual model for the internet topology and is able to capture most of its graphical properties. Real-world measured latency values from DIMES are then used to assign link delays in our topology in a manner that preserves the latency distribution. Fig 10 compares the CDF of the latency values used in our topology with that of the complete AS-level graph obtained from DIMES.
5.1.1. Worst case update time

The six different monotonically increasing telescopic functions defined earlier, were simulated in NS-3 and the settling time for each was analyzed in order to choose a telescopic function suited for an Internet-scale topology. Settling time is defined as the time required for an update to propagate throughout the network. Fig. 11(a) shows the cumulative distribution of the time at which each AS receives an update following its generation. As seen from the plot, other than constant-exponential and exponential functions, the others converge in less than 250 seconds for < A = 5, α = 2, β = 4 > in equations defined in Section 3.2.3. Note that the exact convergence time would vary based on the parameters A, α, β and the nsP generation periodicity, however, this plot shows us the trend of settling times for representative values of the parameters. It also highlights the fact that the constant-exponential-constant telescopic function which has a comparatively lower overhead than a constant or linear telescopic function, provides reasonable settling time. Fig. 11(b) further shows that even though the worst case settling time for constant-exponential-constant function is about 220 seconds, 75% of the nodes received the update in less than 150 seconds. Note that since EIR uses link-state instead of path vector, there will be no path divergence issues as possibly found in BGP.

5.1.2. Internet-scale overhead

In order to analyze the tradeoff between routing overhead and settling time further, we simulated one of the complete AS-level datasets from the year 2013 available at CAIDA[39] in our custom simulator. This dataset is composed of 47,445 ASes and 200,812 inter-AS links using which, we simulate the generation and prop-
5.1.3. Link failure analysis

A key concern for any routing protocol is handling transient conditions, either due to failures of routers and links or link flapping. To understand the transient behaviour of EIR, we simulated a vLink failure on a small topology in NS-3, as highlighted in the bottom-right of Fig. 13. In this simulation, a client connected to NA6 is downloading a large file from a back-end server in NA1. All physical links were set at 1Gbps with 10 milliseconds latency, and each vLink was assumed to be a direct mapping of the underlying physical link. Each of the NAs shown, are representative of an aNode in the topology.

Data delivery starts at 30 seconds (assuming the aNode forwarding tables have converged) and the path followed is \(<\text{server} \rightarrow \text{NA1} \rightarrow \text{NA2} \rightarrow \text{NA3} \rightarrow \text{NA5} \rightarrow \text{NA6} \rightarrow \text{client}>\). At the 35th second, we simulate failure of the vLink NA5 \(\rightarrow\) NA6. We plot the throughput at the client per second in Mbps, and as shown in Fig. 13, throughput immediately goes to zero. nSPs are propagated periodically and aNode forwarding tables are recomputed every time when a new nSP is received. In this experiment, nSPs are advertised every 5 seconds and therefore, until the 40th second, the information of the link failure is not propagated in the control plane. MobilityFirst uses a hop-by-hop reliable transport in the link layer [61], which is particularly beneficial in this case, since data continues to be pushed towards the destination and gets temporarily stored at NA5. At the 40th second, NA5 and NA6 both generate a nSP with the updated vLink information and forward them to their neighbors. On receiving this updated nSP, NA4 is now able to compute an alternate route, whereas, NA5 also computes the same alternate route, based on the nSP it receives from NA3. Data delivery therefore resumes around the 40th second, even though routing tables at NA1 and NA2 have not converged. Stored data gets rerouted through the alternate path, resulting in a temporary increase in the client throughput.

This experiment, although simple in essence, highlights two key features of EIR: (i) Path diversity helps in transient conditions. If EIR followed a traditional BGP style dissemination approach, the alternate path information would have taken much longer to be available at the nodes undergoing the link failure; and, (ii) It is not necessary for every routing table to converge in order to resume data flow, due to the hop-by-hop store-and-forward delivery ap-
though total reported the plotted fraction, A indicates, and wherein of \( PoP \) topology.

Fig. 13. Data delivery to an end-host, with core link failure in EIR.

proach of MobilityFirst. This is further highlighted in our network mobility experiment, described later in Section 5.2.

5.1.4. Routing table size

Maintenance of a global aNode based topology at each border router would imply that the inter-domain forwarding table size to be equal to the total number of aNodes in the topology. In order to investigate the scalability in terms of routing table entries, we look at a July, 2012 CAIDA dataset that provides point-of-presence (PoP) topology of \( \sim 22,000 \) ASes. After parsing for intra and inter-domain links and removing clusters from graph that were not connected (due to incomplete dataset), we evaluated global routing table size for a graph of 11,340 ASes with their connected PoP topology. As explained earlier, EIR allows a flexible aggregation scheme, wherein each AS can independently decide on the number, types and properties of aNodes they wish to publish in their nSP. We define aggregation as a fraction varying between \( 1/\text{size} \) and 1, where \( \text{size} \) is the number of PoPs belonging to that AS. A value of \( 1/\text{size} \) indicates, every PoP in an AS is advertised as a separate aNode, whereas a fraction of 1 indicates an entire AS is a single aNode. A simple case to evaluate would be to consider all ASes to aggregate uniformly, that is, every AS chooses the same aggregation fraction, which is shown in Fig. 14. In the figure, the blue lines plotted in log scale, show the inter-domain table size in terms of the number of entries at each border router with varying levels of aggregation. The red lines show the average BGP table size as reported by CIDR [62] for the same month and year. Note that although BGP does not provide any intra-domain topology information, it needs to maintain an entry for every aggregated address prefix announced in the Internet, which is much larger than the total number of ASes in the internet. As seen from the plot, even though EIR maintains a global view of the network, aNode table sizes are comparable to current BGP table sizes, for moderate levels of aggregation.

In a realistic scenario, we expect ASes to not follow a uniform aggregation scheme and therefore the table sizes would vary, depending on how many aNodes each AS advertises. However, if we assume each AS to randomly choose an aggregation fraction, in the above experiment, on an average, the aggregation fraction would be close to \( 1/2 \) and therefore the aNode table sizes will be close to \( 510K \), which is slightly larger than the corresponding BGP table size. In reality, however, we expect most ISPs to choose a relatively high aggregation factor and the global table sizes to lie towards the right of the plot.

5.1.5. Memory requirements

EIR also requires each border router to store the latest copy of the network state packet received from all the other ASes in the network. As explained earlier in Section 3.2.2, each nSP packet size is different, based on the aggregation policies of the source AS and the number of inter-domain neighbors it has. However, assuming a maximum packet length of 4096 bytes (same as the maximum BGP packet size [1]) and considering the total number of ASes in the network to be 57,840 (as published by CIDR for June 2017 [62]), this would require a memory size of \( 4096 \times 57,840 = 237 \) MB. Similarly, BGP update packet sizes are also variable and each peer needs to generate a separate update packet for every unique path. For example, for 672,522 destination prefixes (as of June 2017 [62]), there could be as many as 50,000 unique paths from a peer. While it is difficult to calculate the exact memory requirements, as Cisco points out, a minimum memory size of 512 MB is recommended for each BGP router [63] which should also be sufficient for the deployment of EIR.
5.2. Prototype evaluation

To measure the performance and implementation feasibility of EIR, we have built a prototype router (based on the Click modular router design [64]) and evaluated it using the ORBIT testbed [65]. Our router consists of two components: control plane and data plane. As shown in Fig. 15, border routers send and forward nSPs as per the specifications outlined in Section 3.2 through the control plane, whereas internal routers simply use label based paths set up by the border routers. In addition, all routers exchange intra-domain link probes and link state updates through the control plane to build up the intra-domain topology using MobilityFirst’s generalized storage-aware routing (GSTAR) [9]. GSTAR is a link state routing protocol, where link state messages carry the estimated time of transmission (ETTs) of intra-domain links. This in turn is utilized by the border routers in EIR to build aggregated vLinks. Our current prototype only computes the latency metric of vLinks. However, in future, we plan to augment GSTAR with additional parameters in order to compute bandwidth, availability and variability of vLinks.

One of the key aspects of EIR is its support for mobility, both for individual devices as well as for networks as a whole. In order to evaluate such scenarios, we used a realistic inter-domain topology and a probabilistic mobility transition matrix which is briefly described below. This was used with the Click software prototype implementation on the ORBIT testbed for end-user and edge-network mobility evaluations.

5.2.1. Topology generation and probabilistic mobility

We start with the previously described CAIDA dataset from 2012 with PoP-level topologies, and parse the dataset based on cities. Specifically we focus on San Francisco, which has a point of presence of about 326 ASes. We consider a cooperative scheme where a multitude of ASes agree to share coverage and connectivity among their customers, i.e. a user can decide to switch from one network provider to another when moving, provided the latter provides a better coverage in the region. Out of all the available ASes in the dataset, we choose 15 random ASes to participate in this cooperative scheme. Since AS tier information was not available in the dataset, a random choice ensures that we get a good mix of ASes from different tiers. Given the PoP-level topology, a corresponding aNode topology is developed for each of the participating ASes based on geographical proximity, that is, PoPs belonging to the same AS and located close to each other are clustered to the same aNode. This lead to a final inter-domain EIR topology of 53 aNodes.

In order to realistically model inter-domain mobility our transition probability matrix takes into account the following factors: (i) Local mobility within a certain radius (denoted as r), with equal probability of transition to all aNodes within the “local boundary”; (ii) biased transitions between aNodes belonging to the same AS within the local boundary, as users tend to remain connected to the same network provider as they move, unless no connectivity by the current provider is available at the new location; and, (iii) biased transitions (determined by α) to a random, k number of “macro mobility” points based on the average number of networks visited by a user per day [66]. Table 2 explains the transition probability computations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition probability from node Ni</th>
<th>α(wT/Nj)</th>
<th>to each of Nj’s neighbors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α(1−α)(ZT/K)</td>
<td>to each of K non-neighbors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2. Mobility support through late binding

Based on the San Francisco topology and a mobility matrix generated for a typical mobile user, we analyzed the path stretch that is incurred with and without late binding. Path stretch is defined as the number of hops traversed by a packet to the number of hops across the shortest path between the source and the destination. Note that without late binding, failure in delivery would result in rebinding through a GNRS re-lookup at the previous point of attachment. On the other hand, late-binding would re-bind the network address at an intermediate router, as explained in Section 3.4. The late-binding algorithm for this evaluation chooses the aNode with the highest degree along the path as the late-binding point. The intuition behind this logic is that a highly connected node would have shorter path stretch to the next point of association for the user.
Fig. 16 highlights the improvement in path-stretch when packets are late binded along the way. Notice that the solid blue and the dotted red curves are fairly close since once a mobile node moves, only the packets in transit are rerouted and suffer a path stretch, whereas newer packets are automatically sent to the new destination, from the source, following a GNRS lookup. Also note that MobilityFirst data packets carry both the GUID and the network address in its header[8]. Therefore, lookups do not need to be done at every aNode. Once a lookup is done, the up-to-date address is reflected in the packet to reduce further lookups. GNRS responses can also be temporarily cached at a router, such that subsequent packets do not need a lookup. However, in our experiment, every packet incurred a GNRS server (located 1 hop away) lookup roundtrip delay. Previous works have looked at how to distribute GNRS servers in order to further reduce this lookup latency[29,30].

In future evaluations, we plan to look at different late binding techniques, so as to minimize path-stretch and improve latency of data delivery across a broad range of mobility scenarios.

5.2.3. Network mobility

Based on the same topology, we evaluate an use-case of network mobility, where the evaluation scenario consists of a mobile aNode connecting to different ASes as it moves and a source in a distant AS trying to deliver data to the mobile network. To realistically model network mobility, we use actual bus traces from San Francisco Municipal Transit system[67]. We measure the data delivery failure rate for different routing update rates, where failure rate is defined as the ratio of number of packets not received to the number of packets sent. Since through rebinding and delay tolerant delivery supported by the MobilityFirst architecture, packets will eventually be delivered at any mobile node, for the purpose of this experiment, we calculate failure at the previous point of association, before they are re-routed to the next.

Fig. 17 shows the delivery rate at mobile buses on 9 randomly picked routes, for different update intervals of the telescopic function. Similar to our previous experiments, the values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ were kept constant at 2 and 5 respectively as they provided reasonable overhead and settling time, based on our Internet-scale simulation. We also looked at the number of AS transitions for each trace which determines the failure rate and observed that 2 hops AS transition tend to dominate these mobility events. Of the 9 randomly picked traces, trace 1 resulted in a scenario that had primarily 1-hop transitions and hence the data delivery rate is almost similar for different telescopic hold time. Whereas in the other traces, there are a few transitions to ASes that are multiple AS-hops away. Consequently, the failure rate increases with $A$ as the reachability to the mobile aNode is not known for a longer period of time due to the telescopic hold function of the nSPs.

Fig. 16. CDF of path stretch with and without late binding for end-user mobility.

![CDF of path stretch](image)

Fig. 17. Data delivery failure rate for different telescopic update intervals for network mobility.

6. Related work

There has been a considerable amount of work done in improving inter-domain routing which can be broadly classified into two categories: (1) extensions to BGP, and (2) clean-slate routing proposals.

6.1. Extensions to BGP

Proposals such as path splicing[68] and route-deflections[69] are loose source routing based schemes, where the end-hosts are assumed to be intelligent enough to decide and to explicitly choose a path alternative to the default BGP-computed route. Yang and Wetherall[69] provide a limited choice of paths, whereas Motiwala et al.[68] provide path diversity, however does not address the issue of scalability. MIRO[58] moves the decision of path choice from the end-host to the AS which could request alternate paths if it is not satisfied with the default BGP route. This handles scalability effectively, but reduces path diversity. Wang and Gao[70] propose similar fail-over path set-up techniques in order to reduce disconnectivities on link failures. In contrast, Verkaik et al.[71] propose a service plane with active servers that act in conjunction with BGP in order to perform dynamic route control, which requires additional resources and results in increased control overhead.

Recent works on BGP, have introduced the mechanism of advertising multiple paths for the same address prefix[72] as well as defining and advertising multiple classes of services (CoS)[46]. Multipath BGP[72] is akin to the EIR design choice of advertising multiple paths in each AS. However, EIR goes one step further by providing path diversity in the form of aggregated inter-domain routes as well. The concept of advertising multiple CoS in EQ-BGP[46] is also similar in spirit to EIR’s SID space. In this de-
6.2. Clean slate routing

There has also been a growing interest in the Internet community to look for alternatives of BGP that could be incrementally deployed. For example, in the locator-identifier split approach (LISP) [25], tunnels are set up between egress points in an AS, as compared to MPLS [45], and then BGP is used to deliver data based on these tunnels. A flat end-point ID is then used at the receiving AS to deliver to the final destination. This multi-AS tunnel setup could easily be emulated in EIR, with the difference being, tunnels and end-hosts are both identified by flat GUIDs. In addition, intra-AS aNode-level topology information provides a finer granular-ity of path selection in case of EIR. As mentioned before, the aNode-vLink abstraction in EIR is similar to the idea of vNodes in Pathlet [36]. Recent standardization efforts have looked into segment routing [74] which also proposes abstracting the network into segments and then choosing appropriate segments at the source to build and end-to-end path. However, our path-selection approach is quite different from that of Pathlet and segment routing, both of which perform loose source routing. Instead, EIR provides the flexibility to choose end-to-end routes to both end-hosts as well as intermediate ASes through the use of SIDs. EIR also utilizes the name resolution service (GNRS) of MobilityFirst to perform dynamic re-routing of in-transit packets during mobility and changing network conditions, which is difficult to do in source-based routing. HLP [75] uses a hybrid link-state and path-vector approach where provider-customer sub-graphs use link-state routing for path-diversity and peers use path-vector. This effectively improves scalability of the protocol. In contrast, providing global view of multiple end-to-end paths provides additional path-diversity and allows EIR to realize policies beyond simple business relationships. NIRA [57] offers more choice to end-users in choosing the exact set of transit ASes using a hierarchical provider-rooted address scheme. However, similar to HLP, the basic protocol provides limited support for policies other than business relationships.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed the edge-aware inter-domain (EIR) routing protocol as a potential solution for inter-network routing in the future mobile Internet. The proposed architecture has been shown to provide improved support and flexibility for routing to wireless devices, network-assisted multipath routing, routing to multiple interfaces (multi-homing) and service anycast. Our results show that even with increased expressiveness of network structure and node/link properties, the protocol can be designed to have reasonably small overhead via telescopic dissemination of the nSPs. Further, prototype evaluations using Click software routers on the ORBIT testbed show proof-of-concept level feasibility. Experimental results for selected use-cases show good service-level performance can be achieved in highly mobile sce-enarios. For further work, we plan to deploy EIR on the GENI large scale testbed to evaluate service capabilities and performance in more realistic global network scenarios.
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